Li is for lens.

Lenny likes to look at bugs
And other things so small—
Like ants and creepy crawlies,
Upon the garden wall.

Lenny looks for centipedes
And wiggly worms in dirt.
But 'cause he's always looking,
His eyeballs always hurt.

What helps him find these creatures,
In summer and in fall?
With a lens to magnify,
His eyes don't hurt at all!
LIQUID LENS

What You'll Need:

- large Styrofoam cup
- plastic wrap
- tape
- water

WARNING: Be careful of the cutting edge on the plastic wrap box. It's sharp!

1. Remove the rim of the styrofoam cup.

2. Cover one side with plastic wrap and tape down.

3. Place 2-3 drops of water together inside to make a lens.

4. Look at these words through your water drop lens. What happens to the letters?

5. Look at a color picture in the newspaper or the stitches in stockings.